Community Calls

Community calls moved to the general ICN BP call (Integrated Cloud Native NFV/App stack family Weekly meeting).

These calls are scheduled on Tuesdays at 04:00 PM Pacific Time.

March 5th, 2021

First Community meeting

Attendance: Denise Gregg, Eric Adams, Tina Tsou, Salvador Fuentes

Agenda:

1. General introduction
2. Multi-tenant secure cloud native platform overview
   a. Details can be found on wiki page: Multi-Tenant Secure Cloud Native Platform
3. General update about the progress of this BP
   a. Initial POC
      i. Initial proof of concept of Kata integration in Akraino ICN was tested and we were able to launch pods using Kata Containers in the ICN environment.
   b. Identified changes
      i. We have opened 3 Jira items to address changes needed for this BP:
         1. ICN-538 - Configure the Config map to get configuration KUD parameter from user
         2. ICN-539 - Kata container web hook to be integrated into KUD
         3. ICN-540 - Change the OVN4NFV SFC code to run along with Kata container